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· • Barbi~ Says, "Male Dolls Are Dickless And That's How I Like Them!"

Predictions From Hell
Downeast Maine's Famous Clairvoyant
by James Melanson

.
Seer to the stars, Mr. James, gives you
twelve predictions that would choke Nostradamus. You'll laugh, you'll cry, they
will ' became part of you! So pull up a
chair, strap on a barf bag, and read, read,
read you! IJfe away. :.· :
·-

a·

Sigeumey Weaver ("Aliens") and Denise
Crosby (Tasha Yaronthe new "Star Trek"
series) will set up housekeeping in a cabin
in the woods far ,from civilization. Togetli~r. th(?y will finance,. produce, and direc;t the ultimate les~ian science fiction
film · entitled ''. On 01,1r · Backs In Outer
Space. 1'

Cartoon character Roger Rabbit will come
out 9f the cartoon closet and reveal that he
is in an ongoing relationship with Pee Wee
Herman. Rabbit and Herman will appear
together in two x-rated films entitled "Big.
Hard Pee Wee" and "Who Came, Roger
Rabbit?"
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Pop singer'George Michael wlll give up his
present oocupation as a male impersonator
· in order to become a female impersonator.
He will continue to refuse to acknowledge
: tj1at he is gay ,.stating, "My s~xual preference is for myself-I could never love anyone .else.as· much as I love me."

,·- ...

Lily Tomlin and country singer K.D. Lang
will discover each other's charms, leading
the world to rejoice.

While singing a rousing rendition of "Paper
Roses." Anita Bryant will suffer a breakdown on stage and admit to the crowed she
was once a male chiropractor from New
Jersey.

Boy George will reveal that the dresses he
wore while performing as the lead singerof
Culture Club look absolu~ely lovely on
Tom Cruise, Tom Selleck, and William
Hurt. George will f1.1rther r~;veal.that .only
Hurt can walk in heels, however. -P,,.lso,
Tom Cruise and William Hurt will. star in
the sequel to the film , "Kiss of the Spider
Woman." Contractual problems with the
film will arise when both performers insist
on being given top billing an~ bottom
posjtion.
( I
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The controversy over pop singer Madonna· s
latest video will be forgotten when she
releases h<':r next video to promote the
song,"Open Your Leather to Me ." In the
video, Madonna will be seen cavorting
with rockstar Joan Jett. comedienne Sandra Bernhard, and S&M leather dyke Pat
Califia. Truly shocking to viewers will be
the fact that not once in the video will
Madonna lie on the floor.
Carly Simon and Toni Childs will release a
record album togetherentitled, "Fish Without a Bicycle ...

Tracy Chapman will announce at the next
Grammy Awards that she is, in fact, Joan
Armatrading.
The Ken doll will acknowledge in a press
conference that he much prefers G.I. Joe to
, Barbie. Barbie doll,';Viii respond by saying.
·' Male dolls are did.less, and that ' s how I
like them."

,

Pop singer Rick Astley will announce that
he is pregnant with Whitney Houston's
baby. Astley and Jfouston will. reassure
their fans that the baby, conceived through
the turkey baster method , will not be permitted to sing mindless dance songs; starve
itself into anorexia; or dye its hair a gruesome red color as they do. . _

While performing his infamous AIDS
"comedy" routine, homophobic comedian
Sam Kinison will drop dead. As Kinison
falls to the stage he will crush Eddie
Murphy, killing him instantaneously.

April Fools!!
Global Gayshit
Khomeini Threatens Our Paper
Following last month's revelation in

Our Paper that Mohammed, Jesus, Buddha, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were all
gay, the Ayatollah Khomeini· has- threatened to bomb all of Deering Street unless
the Collective apologizes.
The Collective subsequently held a press
conference where it issued the following
formal statement: "Where does this twobit Ayatollah get off tell in ' us what we can
write? Besides, the article in question was
thoroughly investigated by our Biblical
Research Division and reviewed for accuracy by the Portland Press Herald. No
apologies!"
P.S. To Deering Street residents: The
nearest bomb shelter is in the basement of
the Sonesta Hotel.

2·

Gay Archivist Saves Blueboy
After local preservationists had tried
for months to save 507 Fore Street from
demolition, gay archivist J.K. Preest
stepped in to save the day. At a City Council hearing on the proposed demolition,
Preest reminded councilors that the building once housed the Blueboy, Maine 's first
and only all-gay adult bookstore. As such,
he said, the site has tremendous historical
and emotional significance for . the gay
male community.
Mayor · Shirley Seeman agreed and
proposed that the building be donated to
the gay community to house its archives.
She said, "This city has not done enough
fqr our gay citizens. This is the least we can
do.- I think the boys need the building to
remind them of the days gone by when sex
was safe and, above all dirty."
Prees( is seeking volunteers to help
with renovating the building. Particularly
appreciated would be any help cleaning the
floors which are covered with several layers of an unidentified, very gooey substance.
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History Corner

The Homos That Roared: A Revolution Revisited
by R.U. Faboo
The following text is the partial script
of a speech delivered to the Maine Parliament by Carly Toughback, daughter of the
first president of Maine, Dennie Toughback. The speech was presented on February 24, 2039. in a history forum at the
University of Maine as part of a year-long
celebration of the 50th anniversary of
Maine's secession from the United States
and its declaration of lesbian and gay independence.
From out of nowhere. it just happened.
It took everyone completely by surprise.
Especially Jock and Olympia. Olympia's
86-year-old Uncle Dionysus was just about
to serenade the newlyweds with We'l'e
Only Just Begun on his accordion when the
revolution hit the state like an exquisitelytimed earth tremor. The Blaine House, the
Capitol. and other state office buildings
were taken over by furious drag queens.
All phone lines, faxes, radio and television
stations - anything that gave Maine any
connection to the outside world was cut off
completely. Every border crossing, from
Kittery to Fort Kent, from Jackman to
Calais. was ambushed by heavy-sweating
dykes. Nobody .was allowed to enter or
leave the Pine T ree State. Unfortunately,
however, this meant that thousands of
obnoxious Boston yuppies were trapped:
"We only came to stroll through Freeport
and Kennebunkport and get some seafood
cheap!" they whined at the stunned toll
booth workers in York.
Yes, the revolution had finally come.
After months of back-breaking. nail-biting
planning, Maine's gays and lesbians were
ready to officially make the state theirs.
And only theirs.
They had tried to be civil; there had
even been an election a year and a half
earlier. It was Jock Mc Kernan 's swan song.
He and companion-of-convenience Olympia Snowe, who kept the entire nation
guessing by getting a new, not-so-constipated look (no one could tell whether she
had a face lift or just loosened up her hair)
took advantage of two n_e\:V constitutional
amendments implanted by President Dan
Quayle. (Yes, that's President Quayle.
George Bush was lost at sea when an
unusual earthquake struck his Kennebunkport estate and sent the entire place floating
out into the Atlantic Ocean.) The two new
amendments allowed governors to rule
indefinitely and created the post of vicegovernor. Olympia left her post in U.S.
Congress to be Jock's vice-governor; her
seat in the House was filled by none other
than Linda Bean-Jones, known to her closest friends as "Big-Boned Jones."

Well; the "election turned into quite a
circus as the Democrats mysteriously (some
more modern delegates claimed they were
persuaded after drinking a hallucinatory
cherry-flavored concoction served by
Randy Scott at a pre-nomination hoe-down
at the Underground) nominated Maine 's
first-ever lesbian/gay gubernatorial ticket.
Lewd Lesbians for Liberty president Dennie Toughback and Flamboyant Flames for
Freedom chairman Ralph Hairstorm made
the news from Anchorage to Atlanta when
they received the nomination that May.
A vicious yet entertaining campaign
ensued; no stone was left unturned, no
skeletons left in the closet. The campaign
got off to controversial, if not downright
scandalous. start in June when Dennie and
Ralph made a speech to the legislature in
Augusta and wound up pointing out all the
closeted legislators on live television. The
most memorable sound-byte came in the
campaign's 15th debate,·held at the Eagles
Club in beautiful · downtown Augusta.
Feeling unusually masculine and frighteningly confident, Jock McKernan went out
on a lim·b and compared himself to infamous Maine Senator George Mitchell. With
the attention of an aghast audience, Ralph,
misinterpreting the comparison, turned to
Jock and erupted, "Governor, I know
George Mitchell., Intimately so, believe
me, governor, you're no George Mitchr
ell!"
Despite these memorable events, however, fate dealt a bum deck on election day
as Dennie and Ralph were defeated by a
wince-provoking six-to-one margin. Many
blamed the defeat on Jasper Wyman, who
decided to come out of the closet a week
before the elecfion.
With the truly morbid prospect of being
indefinitely ruled by Jock, Olympia and
Dan, Maine's lesbians and gay men finally
decided that civility was not accomplishing anything. So from coffeehouse backrooms to condominium cellars, gays and
lesbians began meeting to plan their revolution.
When Jock and Olympia announced .
plans to wed, the date for the revolution
was set. The Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
Church ·in Lewiston is where historians
therefore tell us the revolution officially
began. The church became something of
an archeological relic and was eventually
· converted into Maine 's Museum of Heterosexual History. As for Jock and Olympia,
well, they were both blindfolded, debriefed
.. and shipped IQ Albania to be olive-pickers .
.The capitol .was moved from Augusta to
H_allowell (actually Augusta was abolished
altogether), the dome on the capitol was
painted pink, the Blaine House was converted into low-income housing and the
two exposed-brick, high-ceiling apartments
above Slates Restaurant became Maine 's
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"White House." Dennie and Ralph, of·
course, became president and vice-president and presided over a colorful cabinet
which initially included such posts as
Hairspray Controller and Secretary of
Leather.
Several years later, the United States,
still in shock over Maine's secession and
declaration of independence, declared war
on the newly-formed nation. The U.S.
withdrew its attack, however, when its
troops got lost and wound up destroying
New Hampshire.
Meanwhile, in Maine, changes, both
big and .small, were still being made. The
obnoxious lobsters splattered across the
nation's license plates were replaced by
cows (no one is still quite sure why), the
state's motto was changed from Dirigo
(Latin for " I lead" ) to "nosturnlinguisk"
(Finnish for "I suck face") and all visitors
to the country were forced (in advance) to
fill out an eight page questionnaire, read
The 'Mouse That Roared and watch Parting Glances and Desert Hearts all~before
being allowed to cross over the border.
Speaking of foreigners , remember the
Boston yupheads who were trapped in
Maine when the revolution hit? Well, they
were only allowed to leave the state after
trading in theit Saabs, Volvos and BMWs
for Dodge Omnis; admitting to being selfserving, "screaming liberals" and surviv. ' ing'an intense, "Clockwork-Orange style"
. education program.
Gra~ually, Maine-became accepted as a
stable, responsible nation and eventually
was even granted a seat at the United Nations. Historians will note that vice-president Ralph Hairstorm is, indeed, credited
with starting the colorful UN Fashion Show.
"A wyll~dressed c;oµntry is a free country!"
announced Ralph, c_lad in Maine's official
UN garb: L.L. Bean boots, pink leather
p~nts and a ratty, old T-shirt.
Besides a few minor border skirmishes
· and an occasional uprising by the natives,
the citizens of Maine, like the cows on their
license plates, remained a relatively laidback population. The nation became, and
remains today, a shining example of freedom and justice to which all other nations
in the world are now compared.
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At last the hour arrived, the hour she had
long dreamed of-just
a few minutes, a few
words and he was hers
~
forever. He chose her, in
· ,•\
1
spite of the fact that there
were many others more beautiful and · talented.
Her secret waa simple, Thirty days before ahe had
read an amazing new book entitled ''Faacinatlnll"
Womanhood," which tella how easily men are
captivated when women know how to use the
simple Jaw.a of man's psycholou and human
nature. You, too, can be the radiant bride
of tbe man of ·your choiee. Cut out thia ad:
write your name and address on the margin and
mail to us with 10 cents and a little booklet entitled "Secrets of Fascinatinir Womanhood," 1JIV•
lll!f 1m Interesting synopsis of the revelations
disclosed in °Fascinating Womanhc.od,'' will be
aent postpaid. No embarrassment-the plain
wrapper keeps your secret. Send your dime today,
r
THE PSYCHOLOGY PRESS
3904 Euton Ave., St, Louis, lllo.
Dept.11-K
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Shirley Predicts
Radical Lesbian Reads The Future For The Gay Community's Next Twelve Months .
by RJ. Quartzcrystal
Our Paper readers may recall that
"Shirley" (not her real name) made some
startling predictions a year ago. At least
one major prediction. that the MLGPA
annual dinner speeches would run overtime this year, came true! Over the course
of 1988, Shirley made other pronouncements that absolutely nobody believed, but
which all turned out to be chillingly fulfilled:
• Ku Klu,~ Kfarisman would be elected to
the Louisia~a Stat~ Le'g.islature!
• A Deputy Commissioner of the Maine
Department of Human Services would
resign in disgrace over allegations of child
sexual abuse!
• A convicted drug smuggler would be
sentenced to care for dying AIDS patients!
• Extra-terrestrial aliens impersonating
summer people in Kennebunkport would
be elected to the White House!
. Due to her stunning accuracy, Our
Paper decided to ask Shirley to lay out her
Tarot cards and tell us what the next year ,
will bring Maine's lesbian and gay community.' This- reporter · had quite a time
tracking her down; it seems that Shirley has
become increasingly well-known as a
psychic, fortune teller, and political advisor. I was forced to interview Shirley at the
Augusta Municipal Airport,just before she
departed for a special appearance on the
"Geraldo" show.
,Shirlc:y was ver.y rushedi ·she had just
come from a meeting at the -state capitol,
where she is lobbying for a bit.I that would
require that shopping malls be closed during new moon .
"According to my count," explained
the feminist fortune teller, this bill will
slide through committee, but there'll be
opposition on the floor from supporters of
a piece of legislation that would allow
111alls to be open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. But really.; llobody should shop in a
mall during new moon. It ' s sacrilegious! I
would, however, be willing to compromise. "
When pressed for details on the compromise, Shirley would only hint that ~he
had been contacted by "a state representative who listens to New Age music" who
offered a deal to allow practitioners of
woman-based spiritual rites to use mall
facilities except during the Thanksgivingto-Christmas shopping rush.
"I could live with that," Shirley admitted.
Although I wanted to get more State
House gossip, we had to cut the chit-chat in
order to hear Shirley's predictions.
Shirley pulled a cigarette out of her
pocket. When she saw my eyebrows go up,
she told me, "Tobacco helps me go into a
trance. Thi s is a non-smoking area, so I'll
step outside for just a moment."
When she returned a few minutes later,
she had a funny look on her face. Frankly,
I wondered if she had been smoking tobacco.
She then unwrapped her deck of Motherpeace Tarot cards , shuffled them gently
but completely, and began singing, " I Love
Rock and Roll ," an old Joan Jett song.
Shirley patiently explained that this was
also part of the ritual, and that she had
tickets to see Joan Jett in New York, on her
way back from the "Geraldo" show.
"Joan sent me the tickets . I helped revive her career by assuring her that macho
women would make a comeback in pop

4

music. Joan didn't believe me at first. but
when Tracy Chapman hit it back, she
changed her tune!" Shirley giggled and
shook her Jlead, then mumbled, ··o. ye of
little faith!"
Shirley laid the cards out on the airport
floor, using the classic Celtic Cross configuration. She explained the position of
each card. and told us that she always uses
The Fool as Significator when she reads
cards for gays and lesbians. She does this.
she said, because The Fool is androgynous.
I was relieved that there wasn't a more
obvious reason.
There were several minutes of tense
silence as Shirley stared, frowning. at the
cards. She drew a deep breath, then relaxed. and the first thing she said was, .. I
need another cigarette."
I was puzzled, but realized I was in the
presence of a master, so I sat, somewhat
restlessly , while Shirley went out for another smoke.
When she returned,. she pronounced,
'Tm ready now ." ~fter few coughs. she
began her predjcJioris.1. wrote Jl:t~!J! down
hastily-Shirley for.bids. the use of ~udiotapes because they interfere with her
vibes-and have recounted them below.
What follow are Shirley's visions for
Maine's gays and lesbia~s over the m:xt
year.
. . ·,
·
Prediction #1 : . Despite his recent marriage to Olympia Snow~,' rumors about
Governor McKernan bei11g gay will persist. Efforts to have Bill C9hen and Rollin
Ives publicly attest to Mc Kernan ' s heterosexuality will only worsen the problem.
This will happen too late to have a positive
effect on the gay civil rights vote, but the
Maine Times will have a field day with this
one.
Prediction #2: Herman "Buddy" Frankland will see the growth of his new congregation by advertising his Ramada Inn
Baptist Church as " AIDS-Free." He will
cancel outdoor services during black fly
season and will refuse to allow members of
his church to donate blood or to use rest
stop areas on the Interstate.
Prediction #3: Gay tourists and truck
driv~rs will boycott 1-95 in favor of Route
One and smaller roads to protest the lack of
Baptists at the rest stops on the Interstate.
The Department of Transportation will Iose
3.6 million dollars in toll fees as a result of
the boycott's effects in southern Maine.
Prediction #4: A Lesbians-For-PeaceAnd-Tople ss- Sunbathing-Ci re le-ForWorld-Harmony will shut down all operations at Loring Air Force Base over Memorial Day weekend. Local farmers and military personnel will, surprisingly , support
the demonstration , which will be the highlight of the symposium.
Prediction #5: An anonymous donor
will give one million dollars to build a new
gymnasium for Madison Hi gh School , but
only if the gym is named for Dale
McCormick. The school will refuse the
gift.
Prediction #6: The Maine Lesbian Gay
·Political Alliance will cut back the number
of awards presented at the next annual
dinner to allow the dancing to begin before
II p.m.
Prediction #7: Shirley claimed that she
could tell us who the MLGPA award recipients would be, but she declined to name
specific names. She did hint, however, that
a lesbian who owns a sheep farm in Som-

a

erset County will receive an award for
marketing ··natural skin·· dental dams. Gay
and lesbian vegetarians will try to mount a
protest at the banquet. but the demonstration will break up when the dancing starts.
Prediction #8: The new Bureau of
Health Director will write an editorial for
the Bangor Daily News in which he confesses to being a member of ACT UP.
After the reading. Shirley ran her hands
lightly overthe cards and hummed. ··1 Hate
Myself For Loving You." another Joan Jett
song. She then gathered up all the cards and
wrapped them before stuffing them into
her luggage. As if by cosmic coincidence.
her flight was called.
She saluted me with the famous Star
Trek Vulcan hand gesture and blessed me.
.. Live long and prosper!"
I thanked her for her time and for the
honor of her clairvoyant services.
Shirley just winked and smiled beatifically as she said. ··No prob. I'll send you a
bill. Could I bum a few cigarettes? I hate to
fly ."

Meet "That Person"

Her Hair Fairly
SPARKLES Now!
The woman who knows what to do
after waving her hair doesn' t fear the
effect of hot irons. Nor of frequent
washings. A few drops of Danderine on comb or towel - and the hair is soft
and lustrous. and behaves beautifully.
A bit of Danderine rubbed lightly into
the scalp, is the one sure way to dissolve every particle of dandruff. But a
few drops more make a dressing that is
simply marvelous. A sheen that rivals
brilliantine, 1,1nd no grease!
Any permanent wave or water wave
lasts much longer and looks much nicer
when Danderine is used instead of water
to "set" tho wave.

Ask Your Druggist
Get a bottle of Dnnderine and start
its benefits today. Every drugstore ia
America has it, for only 35c. For the
finest dressing you could find, and the
b'est aid .to hair health yet discovered.
just try-

Dandenne
No more bun pridciu.havioirtoASK fora few

cztra dollars . There's an easy way t o MGM
them as thoasands of Americ.ua w omen are
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by Meg A. Typos
OOOPS! Coordinator
Hello, I'm Meg A. Typos, That Paper'snew OOOPS! Coordinator. lam truly
looking forward to working with That
Paper. I feel I have extensive training for
the position , having worked on many other
well-e stablished Maine newspapers ,
including The Maine Depressive and Toxic
Waste Bay Weekly.
The search and destroy mission to seek
out That Paper's mi sprints, omissions,
and various other sordid wrongdoings is,
indeed , a challenge. lt would be a truly
gross understatement to say that my job is
the most difficult one at That Paper. Indeed, if things keep going at the current
rate, I' ll soon have my own office!
Don ' t forget, we ' re always looking for
articles, poetry , advertisements and letters
to the editor to ruin, so if you have something to contribute that doesn ' t need to
make sense or you don't want to be credited for, send it to me, c/o That Paper, and
I' ll make sure that it comes back from the
typesetters in an unrecognizable state.

"Bow T"ued She Looks
Smee That Baby Came!
VEARS older, too!"-ls that what
l your friends say of you-all dur·
ing Baby's teething time ? There
need be no more sleepless nights
and haggard days if only you rub
Dr. Hand's on those sore little gums I
"We rubbed her gums with Dr. Hand'•
Teeth in~ Lot1onand didn't have an y trouble
wia'\ h ::- cutting teeth," writes Mrs. Peter
Griffith, ofTrcncon, N. J. You, too can have
a healthy, happy baby during teething rime
by using this famous prescription.
Send ,our dniggin's name and 2c posrage

for a <rial bottle,

to Hand Medicin.< Co.,
u ,.D No. 5th Strut, Philadclplua. Pa.

DR.HANo·s
Teething Lotion
Juot Rub it on the Guma
Con.r:aina No Narcodca
Aboolutely Harm.!-
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An Interview With Diane Elze: Thoughts From MLGPA's New Presi.deot
:·J ,

1r

,.

by Eric Gordon
Our Paper: Diane. congratulations on your
election as MLGPA (Maine Lesbian Gay
Political Alliance) president. How did it
happen?
Diane Elze: I got elected! Well. I was the
only candidate. I had no opposition. I said
that I thought I was in a position where I
could do it.
OP: How long has Dale (McCormick)
been president?

"t-....._

Elze: Since the beginning. Since 1984. And
since the beginning. Dale has done a stunning and brilliant job. And now we have
lots of new blood ... and a vice-president.
Miles Frieden.
_,OP: Are you looking fo rward to the transition of leadership?.
Elze: Oh yes. It'll be exciting but also
difficult. Difficult for me . for Dale. for the
Board. for the media. Dale of course will
still be with us as representative of Somerset and Kennebec Counties. but there· s
kind of a grieving process to go through
now that Dale will no longer be president.
(Pause) I'm not Dale. but I'm okay. (Laughter)

"I'm not Dale, but I'm okay."
OP: What do you want to work 011 first?
Elze: Well, there are a lot of things coming
right up, and we need to work very quickly .
We're gearing up for Civil Rights legislation and AIDS legislation. We're working
as a part of several coalitions.
OP: Is coalition-building a relatively new
strategy for MLGPA?
Elze: Yes, and other organizations really
want our participation. We've voted to join
the HART group that works on reproductive rights. And the Dirigo Alliance and
The Coalition on Racial and Ethnic Harmony ; These coalitions want to work with
us because MLGPA has a lot of credibility.
OP: How many members does MLGPA
have?
Elze: We have over JOO .
OP: Do you think that in genera l. Maine is
a politically progressive state for lesbians
and gay men?
Elze: Compared to what?
OP: Compared to New Hampshire. for
example.
Elze: Oh Goddess [sic], yes! We 've been
able to have very progressive AIDS legisl~tio~ and we have this thriving MLGPA

heterosexuals, and supporting that.
OP: Back to OUTRIGHT, will life be
better for kids who've had a gay, yo'uth
group?
·

"
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Although .she may not know
this, Dale has helped me and
others become fearless."

that has established many alliances with
policymakers. We do good work . Maine
has OUTRIGHT, a thriving lesbian and
gay youth group in Portland. These young
people have traveled around the state doing
speaking engagements. I think that says
something for the state and environment
we ' ve helped to create.
OP: What is the lesbian and gay community going to be like in ten years?
Elze: Oh . we ' ll have lesbian and gay youth
groups all over the state, MLGPA 's going
to have 20.00 members and a multi-mi II ion
dollar budget! And of course we· 11 have
civil rights legislation.
OP: Any other thoughts?
Elze: Absolutely_. At MLGPA 's Awards
Dinner, we had twenty young people in
attendance. And they saw that there were
three hundred lesbians , gay men and heterosexual supporters in one room. They saw
good role model s. This says to our youth
that you can have a wonderful life. be out,
have a good job, good friends. and be
surrounded by lots of love. And by the way.
I want the OUTRIGHT people to know
that I'm not going to give up the group just
because I'm president of MLGPA!
OP: .You seem to have time for everything.
Elze: Certainly. one of the major issues fo r
me in deciding whether to take on this new
posi.tion was time. I'm at The AIDS Project and very committed to it, I have OUTRIGHT. and I have a personal relation~hip
that I don't want to be adversely affected.
I had to think ifl would be able to handle all
these things.

OP: Diane, I want to say this without
embarassing you too much . Look at all the
things you've been involved with heavily
in Maine over the years. Wilde-Stein at the
University of Maine, Symposium, Our
Paper, MLGPA, OUTRIGHT, The
A.IDS Project. I don ' t think there's anr
thing th.at hasn ' t been touched by Diane
Elze in some way. You have , it seems 'to
me. an urgency to work on project after
project. Why?
Elze: Hmmm. I' m obsessive/compulsive
and probably neurotic. (Laughter) Actually. there's more to it. (Pause) I think some
of it goes back to rriy Catholic childhood.
There are many awful things about the
church and man y things I hated as a young
child. But, there was an ethic that you do
good works. And that people should be for
justice. Of course. the church and I would
define ..justice·· differently. And of course.
other people have been very instrumental
in paving the way for me. So .. .J've paved
the way and others have paved the way.
We've all paved the way for each other.
OP: I hope people don ' t run out of pavement!
Elze: Oh. we're never going to run out of
pavement! There 's always something new
we can work on.
OP: Do we have two gay Maines?
Elze: That brings up a good point. We have
to be sensi tive to rural needs versus urban
needs. We can 't have everything centered
in Portland. There ' s also the issue of lesbians and gay men working together, age
diversity, the participation in MLGPA of

Elze: Yes . I'd like to say something else
about Dale. We· re two very different people
>Vith very different styles. but I have learned
-a tremendous amount from her. What I
really appreciate about her is that she taught
me how to dream. Dale is one of those
fearless people. Although she ~y not know
this, Dale has helped me and others become fea rless. She helps people break the
chains off their brains. She gives us the
vision that we can run for office. And we
have people in the legislature and even in
Portland City Council. Dale has h'e lped us
think in those terms. (Pause)
OP: So, have you seen any good movies
lately?
Elze: ·'Shame."
OP: What?
Eize: ''Shame"! It was at the Nickelodeon
and it was great. It's this wonderful intense
movie about...l'd read about it in the feminist press months ago ... it's Australian and
who ever thought it would come to P.ortland? Well , it did! It's about a woman
riding into a little Australian town on her
motorcycle, in her leather, and she finds as
she's looking for someone who can help
her repair her motorcycle ...
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Gay/Lesbian Alliance, one of the books
you borrowed from our lending library is
months overdue. We'll be waiting on you.

·,, ·"" .
Dear James Melanson,
I am sure many of us can agree that heterosexism kills, and I sincerely hope most of
us can agree that homosexism can kill too.
So I would appreciate it if you would
apologize to Amy Price unless of course,
you really really believe you are right.
I would also like to add that I understand
your anger and frustration at heterosexism,
and that I don't blame you for it, although
it appears you have misplaced it. Luckily I
know that no-one, not even you, is perfect.
After all, according to our records at the

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services (M.A.S.S.) will be holding its next
Buddy Training program beginning April
21, 1989. We need volunteers who would
like to provide emotional support to a person with AIDS. We are also in need of
mental health professionals or clergy who
are willing to volunteer time to support the
Buddy program. For further information,
call or write the M.A.S.S. office: P.O. Box
57, Brunswick, ME040ll, 725-4955.
The Human Rights Campaign Fund
(HRCF) has launched its House Meeting
pilot project, a grassroots organizing program designed to reach, inform and moti.:
vate activists and non-activists in gay and
lesbian homes nationwide. For more information.about the House Meeting Program
call Steve Endean or Robert Bray, (202)
628-4160 at HRCF's Field Division, or
write HRCF, IOl214th St., NW, Suite 607,
Washington DC 20005.
The Human Rights Campaign Fund
(HRCF) is seeking applications from young
adults for its board of directors as part of
the new HRCF Young Leaders Internship Program.
Applications should be sent to HRCF
Board Intern Program, IOl214th St., NW,
Suite 607, Washington DC 20005, by April
19, 1989. Notification of selection will be by
May 10, 1989. Contact Robert Bray at (202)
628-4160 for more information.
The Annual Social Work Conference
and Awards Banquet sponsored by the
Maine chapter of The National Association of Social Workers (NASW) will be
held Friday April 7 with registration beginning at 8:00 a.m. Nationally known keynote speaker Miriam Abra.movitz's powerful presentation, "Women and-· Welfare
Reform: The Feminization of the Under-class," will critique the impact of the new
welfare reform on women. Annual awards
are given to Public Citizen of the Year,
Legislator of the Year, and Social Worker
of the Year. Awards are also given to
outstanding Social Work students. Conta<,:t
the Maine chapter NASW office at 7731394 for names of A ward Recipients after
March 14.
The conference will be held at the
Sonesta Hotel and Emmanuel Baptist
Church. For registration information call
the Maine Chapter NASW office at 7731394.

...

Most Sincerely.
Smythlen Wolfe
P.S. I appreciated Amy's most recent letter. I love a woman who isn't what I wish
she would be, and there is no-way I could
endure persecuting her for her choices. It is
all about personal choice, isn't it?

Come to Papa Joe 's on April 16th for a
"Casino Night" to benefit AIDS services in
Down East and Central Maine. Dayspring
and the.Down East AIDS Network (DEAN
will be sponsoring a night offun and frivolitY, at Papa Joe's in Augusta frol114 p.m. till
midnight. Come try your luck with the dice
or the cards. You may be one of the four
winners of a getaway weekend.to Ogunquit
in the raffle. Your $5.00 cover will be used
as a credit toward the games. There will be
food and drinks available. Even if you've
never played, you can come learn, or watch
your friends. We're looking forward to
having a good time, hope to see you there.
Papa Joe's, 80 Water St., Augusta, April
16th, 4 p.m. till midnight - $5 cover.
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR
WOMEN (NOW) ORGANIZING MASSIVE DEMONSTRATION TO PROTECT WOMEN'S RIGHTS
NOW President Molly Yard is predicting that the anger and fear generated by the
U.S. Supreme Court's decision to hear a
major case challenging legalized abortion
will result in the April 9 March for Wome~' s
Equality/Women's Lives in Washington,
D.C. being the largest March for women's
rights in U.S. history.
Groups and individuals interested in
organizing a delegation or simply participating in the April 9 March should contact
their local or state NOW chapters or contact the National NOW Action Center. The
address is 1000 16th Street, N.W., Suite
700, Washington, D.C. 20036-5705, and
the telephone number is 202/331-0066.
A press conference announcing the
formation of the Maine AIDS Alliance
was held at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, March 21,
1989 in Room 427 of the Maine State
House, Augusta, Maine. The alliance is
comprised of representatives of thirteen
community based AIDS education and
service organizations: AIDS Coalition for
Lincoln .County, AIDS Education and
Support Group for Knox County, AIDS
Lodging House, AIDS Task Force for
Bridgton, Dayspring AIDS Support,
Down East Services, PW A Coalition of
Maine, St. John's Valley Community
AIDS Task Force, The AIDS Project,
Waldo County AIDS Coalition, and
Waterville (unorganized area).
The goals for the Maine AIDS Alliance include: presenting a unified voice in
developing AIDS policy and services for
Maine communities at the grassroots.level,
locating and distributing funds for the
purposes of education and support services: conducting a state wide AIDS education and service needs assessment, and to
assist in developing education and support
groups in areas where there are not any.
For further information, contact John
Silvernail at 469-7343 or Dennis Hatch at
442-7070 or write Maine AIDS Alliance,
P.O. Box 57, Brunswick, Maine 0401 l.

Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744 Portland, Maine 04104

PURPOSE
Our Paper is published monthly by the
Our Paper . collective, P.O. Box I 0744.
Portland, Maine 04104. The purpose of
Our Paper is to serve as a voice for
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We wish
the newspaper to be a source of information, support and affirmation. and a vehicle
for celebration, by and for members of the
lesbian and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as
well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for ·publication any
material that broadens our understanding of our lifestyles and of each other. Views
and opinions appearing in the paper are
those of the authors only.
We request that all material submitted
by signed and include an address and/or
·
phone number.
We reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the pages of
the newspaper, articles can appear anonymously, upon request, and strict confiden.tiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials are initialed,
they represent the opinion of all collective
members.
We welcome and encourage all -our
readers to submit material for publication
and to share your comments, criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, Our
Paper is Your Paper!!
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MCLU Takes on
Portland D·iscrimination Case
by Suzanne Hunt
Coletta Lucas, 27, of Portland, with the
help of Maine Civil Liberties Union
lawyer, Seth Bemer, is pursuing a case
against the city of Portland citing homophobia as the reason for her termination in
January, 1989, from her position at the city
of Portland 's recreation department. According to Portland 's Director of Recreation, Larry Mp ad, Lucas' termination oc-·
curred after a co-worker complained to
him that Lucas had, in front of a youth,
asked her if she thought an adult participant
was gay . This, says Mead, " is inappropri ate communication in front of children."
Mead admits that Lucas was fired with no
previous warning, no negative. feedback
from her supervi sor, and no previous
admini strative action . When Lucas.asked
about thi s, she was told by Mead. "Y6u're
on probation. We don ' t have to give you
any reasons." Previous to her surprise termination, Lucas ' hours and responsibilities had been increased by supervisorCarol
McClure. McClure admits having never
given Lucas any information or training on
''appropriate" communication.

Lucas believes that hertermination was
rooted in homophobia because, as she says,
"If a straight woman asked if a man was
married in front of a kid, would she get
fired? I don't think so. They didn ' t want to
deal with the issue. They didn ' t even give
me a chance to learn what they call appropriate. I just think I should have been given
a warning or something. It 's just not fair. "
City Councilor Barbara Wood, after
speaking with Lucas, met with City Manager Bob Ganley and advocated that Lucas '
complaint be heard. On March 7th, Lucas
and MCLU lawyer Seth Bemer met with
Ganley, Director of Health and Social
Services Doris Holman, Director of Recreation Larry Mead, and city lawyers. On
March 14th. Lucas received a letter advi sing her that City Manager Ganley upheld
the termination and that no offer of reemployment would be discussed.
Lucas will not be dropping the issue.
With some discouragement, but with
strength of purpose, Lucas remarked, "The
MCLU and I will proceed with this complaint.''
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Maine Health FuunJation, Inc.,
Dr. Michael B,,ch, ,1nJ Dr. Owen f'kkus
·c ordially invite you tu ,1ttenJ

please note:
Joining us in our fight against AID:,
will be ke}-note speaker

t:.S. Senate Majority Lc.1Jcr George Mitchell

the Third Annual Beneiit Ball ·
to fund the Fight Against AIDS in Maine
• Saturday, April 8th, 1989

Compilei by Peter S. Karasopoulos
Maine Reps Rank Nineteenth in Gay
Survey
In a state-by-state survey of congressional delegations to be published in the
forthcoming Alyson Almanac, Maine' s
delegation was ranked nineteenth of all
fifty states. Maine senators and representatives voted with the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force position 72% of the
time. The Alyson Alma11ac, a reference
book for the gay and 'lesbian community,
will include a complete breakdown for all
fifty states and all 535 U.S. senators and
representatives.
The top-ranked state, with a 94% rating, was Massachusetts, whose delegation
includes the country 's only two openlygay congressmen. Washington state was
second with .a 92% rating. The worst ratings went to New Hampshire, Idaho and
Wyoming.
Thompson Visits Kowalski
For the first time in more than three and
a half years, lesbian actiyist Karen Thompson . was allowed to see her lover,
Sharon ,Kowalski , who has been seve.rely
dis~bled ina .brain-damaged since a 1983
car accident.
.
· The :visit was .the climax of a battle that
has sent Th~mpson to court 20 times since
1985. In December, a district court judge
ruled that Kowalski's ability to think and
express.herself should be reevaluated and
visitors would ~ allowed to see Kowalski
if sh~ "r_eJiably requested" to see them.
Shortly thereafter, Kowalski, whose parents were appointed her legal guardians
after the accident, asked to see Thompson.
Of the visit, Thompson said, "As soon
as Sharon saw me, she got tears in her eyes,
and that broke me down immediately. She
smiled all weekend. Everyone at the hospital said they had never seen Sharon that
happy."
A legal decision will be made soon
regarding whether Kowalski is able to make
her own decisions or needs a partial or full
guardian.

Marriage, Danish Style
The Danish Parliament is expecting to
extend full spousal rights to gay and lesbian partners this spring. The legislation
will elevate gay and lesbian couples to the
status of married heterosexuals in the area
of marriage, divorce, inheritance and housing. The one exception in the legislation is
the right to adopt children.
The bill was first introduced in Parliament in December. A vote is expected this
month and should it pass, it would become
law on July I.
Denmark, according to the Spartacus
International Gui.de, has "a general atmosphere that is very free towards .gay
people, and Danes tend to look upon sex as
natural , healthy a11d lots of fun. " A 1985
poll found that half of Danes believe gay
couples should be granted the. same legal
rights as heterosexuals.
Sources: Philadelphia Gay News, The

Advocate, The Alyson Almanac
Stay Tuned, Britain
Britain 's first -lesbilUl an4 gay television program, Oµt On 'f uesday 1 has received' a hu'ge sliare of the natiorfs teJe':vi-.
sion a·udience and h~s been . h~ralded by
lesbians and gay men across the country.
The slickly-produced program airs every
Tuesday night from II p.m. to midnight on
one of Britain's four television stations,
Channel 4.
Opposition to the program has been
limitecl and has come from tne saff!e people
who created the repressive ariti.-gay. legislation, Section 28, which bars go·v emment
funding ofany sort to any. group or organization which "promotes" or "approves:· of
homosexuality.
.
·
Out On Tuesday's premiere was broadcast on Valentine's Day and included reports on AIDS and Section 28 and interviews with Desert Hearts director, Donna
Dietch, and playwright/actor, Harvey Fi'. erstein. The program will run throughout
the spring and early summer when it will be
up for r:enewal.
·

HuliJ,1y Inn by the Bay
Spring & High Streets, Portl,md
7 pm--cucktails; 8 pm-dinner ,ind d,mcing

575 per person
Music to dance to

Third Annu.-il

Box #7329

Maine Health Foundation Benefit Ball

Downtown Station

GREAT.EXspecTATl>NS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for !)'pesetting. specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonabte
rates.

Portland, Maine 04112
Please reserve ti.:kets for

'.'vi _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _____ _ ________

l'\umber of penple attending at 575 each: _ _
Amount endli::-ed : 5 _ _ _ __
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· · 438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 207/S96-0040 . . .
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Newton's Anvil
by James One
Dennis was horrified when Len brought
home two cats. He said, " How could you?
You know I don't like cats. You know I'll
cross the street to avoid one. You know I
don 'tplay tennis or listen toTschaikovsky's
violin concerto simply because catgut might
be involved. Tell me, please-how could
you do this to me?."
Len said, "Those are the first words
you've spoken to me in days. I don't like
cats any more than you, but if bringing
home cats willinspire you to conversation,
then I' II bring home halfa dozen every day.
These two will be staying with us only for
a week or so. My aunt Elizabeth and her
friend Dorothy have gone away-on a second honeymoon, they called it-and they
. told me I'd either have to babysit their cats
or their dogs and I took the cats because I
know how you feel about dogs."
"Dogs!" Dennis cried in despair. "Twice
.I was awakened last night by barking. What
is it people love' about dogs? The way they
smell? I hate dogs. I'll walk out of a good
movie ifa dog appears on the screen. Man's
best friend!-! don't understand the comparison. You've had many friends in your
life, Len-did any of them chew on your
furniture and drink out ·of the toilet, then
run after you while you were jogging and
bite you on the ass?"
Len, with a provocative smile, seemed
to reminisce for a moment, then handed a
heavy paper bag full of cans to Dennis.
"You'll have to feed the cats," he said. "I
can't stand the sme_Il of catfood. It makes
me feel sick. And please- feed them out on
the porch, or when I'm not home."
The next evening there was an unearthly"
terrifying noise in the backyard. Dennis
' screamed, "My God! What was that?" and went outside to investigate. He found
the two cats fighting . "Over what?" he
asked Len in a pleading tone. One of the
cats, he knew, was a young neutered tom,
the other a spayed female . Len grabbed
Soft Butch and Dennis finally got hold of
Little Dutch Boy. Dennis got the worst of
the deal-both cats hissed and spat at the
man holding them but Little Dutch Boy
also sprayed piss all over Dennis. Dennis
raised his face to protect it and noticed the
stars above for the first time this spring.
"Look at that," whispered Dennis. They
lived far from town, in a small two-story

house on a little-traveled road. Trees and a
hedge behind the house shielded the backyard from the view of neighboring homes
but allowed a wide view of the ski. "So
many stars! Len - don't they look like
white rice spilled in the dark bowl ofnight!"
Len made a face. "I'm not used to such
rich, beautiful, thoughts, Dennis. Suddenly
I feel a little nauseous."
"Don't ruin this moment for me, Len,"
Dennis said fiercely. "You've crushed my
spirit sufficiently with your little scheme to
- Oh I don '.t want to talk about it anymore.
The sight of all these stars is making me
feel like myself again - calm, cheerful,
rational, not to mention humble."
"Humble?"
"I told you not to mention humble,"
·
Dennis reminded Len.
The men laughed together reluctantly.
"There are things you don't know about
me, Len, in spite of our many years together. You don't know that I was - and I
say it humbly - the most brilliant science
student in my high school graduating class.
I could easily have won some kind of
college scholarship in physics or biology
except that I dido 't get along with Dr.
Truman, the science teacher, during senior
year. ·perhaps it was a simple personality
conflict. Dr. Truman was a distinguished
old fart - a lay minister, a conservative
Republican, a science teacher. I was the
only boy in school who wore nail polish.
Dr. Truman and I never seemed to agree
about anything in class. He claimed that it
was necessary to use a powerful telescope
· to study the heavens. I rejected that kind of
rigid approach to science and argued that
someone without a powerful telescope
could practice astronomy simply by looking at the stars through a cardboard tube
from a toilet paper roll or, for more serious
study, through a Quaker Oats box with the
ends removed."
Len wasn't listening. He'd put both
cats back in the house and returned to find
out why Dennis was still standing outdoors, looking up.
"It' s amazing how far back in time
astronomical research goes, Len. Eighteenth century astronomers suspected the
existence of black holes. The laws of gravity formulated by Isaac Newton are still
used today although we now know that the
story of the apple falling on his head and

they couldn't be trusted . They're all alike,
Len - venal white heterosexual males
competing fiercely with each other for lab
space. for the approval of older colleagues.
for the coed research assistants with the
most adorable bosoms. And they're all /
addicted to expensive cars. skiing and golf.
Doesn ' t it seem likely that such men might
- pardon the expression~ fudge the results'
of their experiments in orderto prevail over
their rivals, or even that they might publish
totally false data on behalf of schqning
politicians and military men in return for
lucrative government grants? The stars
don't look like masses of hot gas to me. Do
they to you. Len? Len? Can you hear me.
Len? We wouldn't trust a scientist to help
us pick out a shi~t or a novel or an eggplant.
so of course we shouldn ' t trust their proclamations about life and the universe right?
''I've just had a horrible thought. Len.
Most of what I know is based on what I've
read in books and newspapers. or been told
by my mother. teachers and friends. But
suppose authors. reporters and moms-and
- lovers are as untrustworthy as scientists.
· My mom told me she was born in Missoula
and I believed her, but she also told me last
week that someday the right girl would
come along and straighten me out. There is
no right girl, Len, so maybe there's no
Missoula either. We assume there is a
Missoula because we read about it in the
papers but maybe the reporters have been
listening to my mother. the nutcase. Maybe
most of what we know is bullshit and our
so-called knowledge, instead of helping us
grasp reality. has actually drawn a veil over
reality. Yes. I think that must be true.
Everything I know is wrong."
Dennis was depressed again . He lowered his head and vigorously massaged the
back of his neck. He loo}ed up again in
time to see the light in the upstairs bedroom
window of the house go out. The window
was open because of the warmth of th1:;
night. Denn.is made his voice deep so it
would carry better.
''I really am puzzled by your behavior,
Len. You've been complaining that I won ' t
talk to you but when for a change I'm
feeling quite eloquent you don't stick .
around to listen. You ' re so lucky , Len. to
be someone like you instead of someone
like me.' People you are always smugly. I
mean smugly , settling into nice (:omfy beds
at the first sign of trouble while sensitive
vulnerable people like me - we're always
out in the open , defenseless. stabbed by the
beauty of nature, maddened by the mystery
of life, standing alone, covered with confusion and shame, not to mention cat pee."
"Catpee?" Len's voice was muffled and
sleepy.
"I told you not to mention cat pee, Len."
The men laughed together reluctantly .

inspiring his theory of gravity is apocryphal? It was an anvil and it damn near
killed him."
"Did anyone ever drop an anvil on you,
Len ? Probably not, although many have
been tempted, I'm sure. Take it from me it's painful."
·
"Newton, Ptolemy, Kepler, Brahe.
Miller, Dorsey , Goooman, Ellington , Basie: these are the great names of astronomy
followed by the great names of big band
music. He! - I guess I'm not as mentally
unstable these days as you claim, Len, not
if I' m able to speak articulately on two
subjects simultaneously, as I've just demonstrated. Along with Newton , Ellington
stands out as the greatest of the world· s
great scientific thinkers. Einstein's theory
of relativity is so profound that very few
minds have been able to grasp it fully
although it can easily be explained through
the use of a simple analogy.
"Imagine. Len, that the two dimensions .
of simple geometry (length and width) are
actually two aging gay men - one tall and
heartless, the other a little chubby but going
back on his diet as soon as his depression
lifts - and these two men are arguing about
whether or not to have their house painted
this summer (the Uncertainty Principle).
Now-are you following this? -along comes
a totally dull, not-good-looking young high
school dropout who promises to paint the
men's house for free providing he can live
in the house for the summer. One of the
men(length) loves the idea, but the other
(width) promises his housemate that if he
keeps encouraging this vain, empty-headed
youth to move into their house he might
some morning be found in bed mysteriously murdered (the Doppler Effect).
Meanwhile, the man who opposes the ar- .
rangement with the boy tries to keep up his
morale (energy) by overeating and gains
twenty pounds (mass) but manages finally
to cheer himself up by sending a telegram
to two vacationing lesbians informi·ng them
that if they don't return home now, at the
speed of light, their two nasty pets will be
handed over to a nearby laboratory engaged in dubious medical experiments."
"What then, you ask - or would ask if
you weren ' t going into the house without a
word and slamming the door behind you what would happen if the two lesbians
returned home traveling faster than the
speed of light? Einstein himself was once
asked the same thing. ' There are really two
answers to that classic question about_ the
lesbians,' he replif d. Then , glancing at his
watch , he stood up and left the country.
"The stars have made me drunk, Len ,"
Dennis' tone was suddenly conciliatory. "I
took astronomy courses in college· but I
became disillusioned with the subject once
I realized that all I knew about the stars was
what scientists had written about them and after meetin_g a few scientists I realized
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Quilt Display in Portl·a nd
The AIDS Project Hosts National
Memorial Quilt
The AIDS .P rojt!ct is pleased to announce that it will host the National
Memorial Quilt over Memorial Day
weekend (May 25-29) at the Portland
Exposition Building. All donations made
at the quilt display will be distributed to
local agencies which provide direct care
services for people with AIDS and their
loved ones.
The largest community arts project in
American history. The Names Project. is
a patchwork quilt memorializing the tens
of thousands of people who have died of
AIDS. It is composed of quilted panels
each created and handsewn by the families.
lovers. and friends of someone whom AIDS
has claimed.

As part of our fundraising efforts to
bring the quilt to Portland, a series of baked
bean suppers will be held statewide. Our
first supper will be at St. Mary's Catholic
Church at 625 Main St. in Westbrook from
5 p.m. - 6 p.m. on Saturday. March 18.
Admission is $4.00. Everyone is invited!
We will also kickoff our '·Every Penny
Counts'' fundraiser as part of the evening of
the 18th. "Every Penny Counts" will endeavorto raise one million pennies! Everyone has a penny collection sitting on a
closet shelf. Here's? chance to put those
pennies to work! See yo u at the supper and
bring your pennies!
For further information, please call The
AIDS Project (207) 774-6877 or 7742087.
For The Names Project, "Every Penny
Counts," and we're counting on you!

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
Voluntary - Anonymous - Low Cost
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HlV). To schedule a counseling session call: .
774-6877 daily between 9-12; 1=. 5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme_nt only.

The Names Project Quilt, the international memorial to those who have died from AIDS,
will begin its second tour of the United States this spring. The 5 month, 19 city tour begins in
Salt Lake City on March 17th and travels to Ohio, Florida, Alabama, Texas, Oklahoma,
Pennsy lvania, New York, and Maine. In June, the Quilt begins its first tour through Canada.
Tour City
Date
Tour City .
Date
Salt Lake City
March 17-19
Portland, ME
May 25-29
Cincinnati
March 24-26
Halifax
June 2-4
Columbus
March 31-April 2
Montreal
June 9-11
Tampa ·
April 7-9
Ottawa
June 16-18
Miami
April 14-16
Toronto
.June 23-25
Winnipeg
June 29-July 2
Birmingham
April 21-23
Austin
April 28-30
Calgary
July 5-8
Oklahoma City
May 5-7
Vancouver
July 13-16
Philadelphia
May 12-14
Anchorage
TBA
Rochester, NY
May 19-21

Come join us at

PAPA'JOE'S

1

207-623-40~;. \

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

We flave no strangersonlyfriends
you haven't met.

The National AIDS Memorial Quilt
In the winter of 1987, in San Francisco, Cleve Jones made a 3' x 6' cloth panel in memory of a
friend who died of AIDS. Now, that single panel has blossomed into a huge patchwork quilt
of 10,000 panels and is still growing.
The Names Project Quilt is composed of fabric panels, each bearing the name of an individual
lost to AIDS. Designed and completed in homes across America by the friends, lovers, and
families of people who have died from AlDS , the panels are stitched together by volunteers into
the ever-growing quilt.
The AIDS Project of Portland will be host to the quilt over Memorial Day in Portland at the
Exposition Building.
Thursday May 256 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Friday May 26 8 a.m . - 8 p.m.
Saturday May 27 8 a.m. - 8. p.m.
Sunday May 28 8 a.m .- 8 p.m.
Monday May 29 8 a.m·. - 12 p.m.
Donations made at the quilt display will remain in our community and will be distributed to
· local agencies which provide direct care services for people with AIDS and their loved ones.

In January the Names Project/Maine
was organized to bring families and friends
together to help cope with the loss of their
loved ones by making a memorial panel.
Names Project/Maine has a Maine
quilt consisting of eight panel s in memory
of Maine loved ones who have died from
AIDS. These panels will join the National
Quilt after its visit to the Portland Exposition Building on May 25-2?. lfyou wish to
help display this quilt or want information
abo ut making a panel, please call 774-2198
or 839-4344.
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Hallelujah, I've A Bum!

'

by Sydonie Fagan

·M iche Ile knocked on Billie's front door
and heard, faintly, from the inside, "come
in." Michelle entered awkwardly; feeling
"-- ill at ease. She was years younger than
Billie. She barely knew Billie. Billie's voice
had just now sounded curiously indifferent. As Michelle closed the door behind her
· she glanced around the empty living room·.
The realization that Billie wasn't even
bothering to come to the door to greet her
on her first visit made Michelle more uncomfortable. She was reminding herself
that she had been invited here by Billie
when suddenly Billie appeared, running
toward Michelle-or toward the front
door-from out of another room, looking
alarmed, moving too quickly for Michelle
to get out of her way.
An emergency, thought Michelle. Fire?
Michelle's eyes flinched shut an instant
oefore the rush of the older women to the
door seemed certain to knock her down.
Surprisingly there was no violent impact.
All Michelle felt were Billie's hands, touching her bare back, under the shirt. Michelle
opened her eyes. Billie was embracing her
tentatively, as if Michelle was a heavy
indoor plant Billie was considering moving to another room. Billie's dark gorgeous
face was so close to her own that Michelle
had to go crosseyed to look at her-a condition she sensed would be permanent. Michelle felt l,3illie's breath Ol) her lips , then the·
perfume of Billie's lipstick just' a little
stronger than her breath, then the pressure
of her lip·s just a little stronger than the taste
of her lipstick. Then the tip of ·Billie's
tongue touched Michelle's lips.just a little,
but thrillingly enough to force Michelle to
hold on to Billie to keep from falling.
When the sun went down it became
unusually dark outdoors, all over the state.
It was a's dark on fiel~s and beaches as it
was in woods and caves. People stepping
out of their houses felt as if they'd been
blindfolded. It was dangerously dark-a
woman couldn't see a hand in front of her
face and felt that if she tried to walk somewhere her hand and face might become
separated, perhaps by miles. An immense
heavy cloud had made an emergency landing. Fog blacked out the cities. Street lamps
and porch lights were enfeebled by dark
wet mist. Billie's house had been pulled
into the black hole with everything else.
Inside her house all lights were out, curtains drawn, shades pulled down. The doors
between the rooms were closed. Billie and
Michelle were in bed, under the sheet.
Billie's bed was.in the windowless comer
of her bedroom. She was curled up inside
an embrace of Michelle' s arms and legs.
She was telling Michelle, in a whisper,
about her nighttime experiences with men:
with. her stepfather when she was a teenager; with the New York actor who used to
put his fist through doors when he was
angry; then later didn't remember; with the
young Portuguese sailor who had unwittingly saved her when she tried to kill
herself with gas; with the bisexual friend
who claimed he'd been Michelangelo's
model for David; with others. Michelle
encouraged-begged-Billie to tell her everything. Michelle, who had never even
been kissed by a boy, was shocked by
Billie's stories. She wondered, were her
brothers like the men Billie described? Her

lO--

uncles? Her father? Bill Cosby? Pete Seeger? George Washington?
Michelle spent all her time with Billie,
at Billie's house. Her conscience kept
reminding her that she was needed elsewhere, badly needed. There was a chance
that heavy spring rains and melting snow
would cause the nearby river to flood so the
people in town we_re meeting in groups to
make sandbags. In the biggest cities,
homeless men and women were living in
the streets, sleeping outdoors in parks and
doorways. Down south a forest fire was
burning out of control and the governments
of the states involved were pleading for
- volunteers from all over the country to
come and help fight the fires. The two evil
empires were quarreling still, and sponsoring bloody civil wars abroad. There was
famine, raids by secret police, kidnappings,
torture, forced labor, funerals. Michelle
wasn't doing a thing to ameliorate the
suffering. She knew if the earth's acoustics
were better she' d be able to hear cries for
help, gunfire, shrieks, curses, earthquakes,
armored cars, warplanes, explosions. Bu.she was so intox~cated by Billie' s perfume,
Billie's kisses, Billie's touch, Billie's
whispered advice and confessions that for
now she had to mollify her conscience with
an alibi; I've never caused any suffering
personally and I've always resisted, s.o metimes with difficulty, the temptati'on to hurt
people-so I deserve this surfeit of happiness.
_.-

.... '

"Bottomisgood.Bottomis
best."
The subject ofBi!Jie 's ,bottom frequently
came up in conversation between Michelle
and Billie. Was itgetting.largerorsmaller?
Higher or lower? SQ1oother or rougher?
Better or worse? Was it fun or merely
practical? An attraction or merely an accessory? An esteemed and valuable part of
her body or only a nuisance? Was it pink or
white? Round or long? Cheerful or exhausted? Since it was mentioned so often
and received considerable attention, Billie
asked Michelle, "Do you like calling it a
bottom or would you prefer another word?"
"Bottom is fine," Michelle said, quickly.
At that moment, for a change, she'd been
thinking of something else.
"You wouldn't prefer calling it butt,
backside, or God forbid, rear end?" Billie
was in a mood to please Michelle.
Michelle shook her head no.
"Ass? Fanny? Bum? We Eskimos have
more than a hundred words for snow.
Derriere? Rump? Tush?"
"No," Michelle said with certainty.
"Bottom is good. Bottom is best."
The something else Michelle had been
thinking about was the beating of a young
man in a nearby city by teenage boys who
suspected the man of being a homosexual.
The boys had been arrested and a public
controversy had arisen over whether they
should be charged with assault or should be
commended for enforcing the moral standards of the community. A local Baptist
the victim deserved no sympathy if he was
a homosexual; homosexuality was an
abomination before the Lord; the Bible
recommended that such creatures be stoned.

After reading the interview, Michelle felt
even more guilty about neglecting her grave
social responsibilities in favor of mundane
personal interests like, for instance, lying
down and pressing her face between the hot
heavy breasts of her new friend and just
staying there, swooning with euphoria. until
she emerged an hour or so later like a
savage w_arrior from a sweat lodge, purified, tranquilized, \!nlightened. So she got
up early one morning, while Billie was still
asleep, and hitchhiked to the city where the
beating had occurred. She waited near the
parsonage of the minister who had given
the interview and when the man came out
of the house Michelle. from across the
street, pelted him with rocks. Then she ran
up to the poor man, helped him to his feet
and said, 'Tm so sorry! How stupid ofme!
I mistook you for a homo! I guess I should
learn to be more temperate."

"I'm so sorry! How stupid of
me! I mistook you for a
homo! I guess I should learn
to be more temperate."
Christian leaders, civic groups, government officials, moms and dads warned that
sex outside of marriage was dangerous, but
hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of
unwed lovers, Billie and Michelle included,
kept right at ii, usuaily' ~ithout' ~erious
injuries. One Sunday morning, however,
during a particularly violent episode of
lovemaking, Billie and Mich~lle acddentally bumped heads and though it caused no
pain, not even an interruption, later when
they awoke from a short nap they gradually
became aware that they couldn't recall the
name of the state they lived in. Michelle
wondered if the head bumping had affected
the area of her brain that controlled geographic concepts. Billie was tremendously
amused that a word that had hitherto al~
ways been right on the tip of her tongue had
somehow been erased during sex.
Billie sent Michelle out to re-learn the
name. She advised Michelle to behave
casually, as if nothing was the matter, for if
health officials became aware that she didn't
know the name of the state she lived in,
· they might consider her dangerously disoriented, might insist on hospitalization,
might subject her to psychological testing,
might discover that she was the willing
thrall of a lesbian fomicatrix of the worst,
i.e. best, kind. So Michelle walked to town
and quietly sat in a park, appearing to be
enjoying the warm sunshine, but really
spying on the license plates of cars driving
by-New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Maine,
Ontario, Florida, New York, Prince Edward Island, Michigan. Michelle entered a
grocery store nonchalantly, as if for no
other reason than to buy something. She
strolled up and down the aisles, examining
the products-Hawaiian pineapples, Vermont cheese, Florida orange juice, Maine
maple syrup, California wine, Italian dressing, Spanish rice, Virginia baked ham,
German beer, taco shells, French fries,
English muffins, tofu. Many customers in
the store wore shirts and caps on which was
printed
potentially
helpful
information-University of Texas, Minnesota Twins, Miami Beach, Kentucky Derby,
Georgia Bulldogs, U.S.S. Oregon, Lake

Michigan, Bahama Mama, Pennsylvania
Railroad, Petrified Forest-but it was impossible for Michelle to tell which clothing
was local, which worn by tourists, travelers, former students, ex-servicemen.
Michelle brought beer and chocolate-so
her presence in the store wouldn ' t seem
suspicious-and returned to Billie. For the
rest of the day she and Billie consulted
maps and combined all the facts they were
sure of about local customs, climate, flora
and fauna in an effort to pinpoint their
location. They reached the conc!usion that
they resided in either Oklahoma or Wisconsin, but a slight readjustment of their
date made it seem just as likely that they
were living in Scotland or North Korea.
They threw themselves wholeheartedly
into lovemaking in the belief that the same
kind of knocking about that causes amnesia can s.ometimes remedy it. Afterward
they were still unable to recall the name of
the state and, as they were putting their
clothes back on, Billie realized that a new
disruption of memory had occurred. She
couldn't remember what a brassiere was
for. When Michelle explained its purpose.
Billie thought she was kidding.
· They went out for dinner. On the tables
of the diner were white .paper placements
which solved the mystery of where they
lived. Each placement was decorated with
the familiar.outline .of the state, its name,
the names of its major cities, and cartoons
of a moose, a pine tree and a lobster. Billie
studied the crude map, then made a fist. ···
."Mich~lle, this, is ho,w we can always
remind ourselves of where we live no matter
how wildly we make love. Notice that the
state is shaped like a fist. See?-my clenched
fingers here are like the promontories along
the coast. This knuckle here, on my index ,
finger, is the town of Eastport. This top
knuckle on my hand is Fort Kent. The back
of my hand is the Canadian border. My
wr_ist is like the border with New Hampshire-. These veins in my wrist are the
highways coming into· the state .from the
rest of New England. My,palm here is .the
beaches below Portland. These wrinkles
are rivers and streams. This mole is
Moosehead Lake. These tittle hairs arelhe
nm:them forest. These li:ttle bulges are')he
western mountains. This rough spot is
'blueberry fields. This reddish area if farmland. The whitish area is swamps.· The
pores are small towns and villages. This
scab here is the capitol. My thumbnail is
the new mall. This scar is the ... "
J

r

.She was the willing thrall of
a lesbian fornicatrix of the
worst, i:e. best, kind.
Michelle was stud)'ing Billie's fist with
great concentration. Suddenly Billie opened
her hand and the model disappeared. The
waitress dropped menus in front of them,
covering up the drawings on the placernats.
Michelle glanced out the window but it had
gotten too dark to see outdoors. Once again
she felt anxious and disoriented.
"Where am I again?" She asked Billie.
"You're right here, babe," Billie said
soothingly, showing Michelle her open
hand, then closing it into a soft fist.

I
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Reproductive Right I Gay Rights
At the February 4th annual meeting of
the Maine Lesbian/Gav Political Alliance. Sadhbh Neilan st~od up to solicit
MLGPA'smembership in a coalition being
formed to fight legislation requiring parental consent for a minor's abortion. She
made very clear the relevance of this
.. women' s.. issue to the interests of the
lesbian and gay community. The MLGPA
membership voted unanimously to become
a member of Helping Adults Reach Teens
(H.A.R.T.).
In thi s letter. originally circulated to the
MLGPA membership. Sadhbh explains
why gay men and lesbians should care
about this issue:
Dear Friend.
Freedom ofreproductive choice is very
threatened both nationally and in Maine.
Those of us who are working to preserve
this right need your help ... Why," you
might ask. ''should lesbians and gay
men-those least likely to be affected by-an
unwanted pregnancy-get active on this
issue?" Remember the Hardwick, ·. Bowers
decision in 1986. where the Supreme Court
supported the right of the state of Georgia
to arrest a gay man for engaging in homosexual sex with a consenting adult in the
privacy of his own bedroom. That decision
came as a bitter shock to many of us. Till
then we had hoped that reasonable interpretation of the constitutional right to privacy_could not exclut1e us. Hah! The right
to privacy on which that case was based is
the argument w,ed in Roe ,·. Wade (currently being reviewed by the Supreme
Court) which established a woman's right
to reproductive choice.
Currently. in Maine, underthe guise of
promoting family communications and
~rotecting pregnant teenagers. an attempt
is u~derway to erode the right to privacy of
Mame teenagers. For the third time in four
year~ anti-abortion activists are attempting '
to wm enactment of a bill that would require the consent of a parent or a judge
before girls seventeen or younger may have
abortions.
Proponents of this bill claim this law
will reduce the number of pregnancies and
the ~umber of abortions while increasing
family communications. We know from
the experience of other states with similar
laws that in fact it causes pregnant teens

much mental and physical anguish. It delays medical procedures, making it more
dangerous to have an abortion , and it forces
girls to go out of state to seei< illegal abortions. It makes safe abortions harder to get.
Under the proposed law girls who will not
talk to their parents must go to court to get
permission for an abortion . The court bypass
is slow and cumbersome, invariably intimidating. and in more rural areas of Maine.
confidentiality will be very difficult. ifnot
impossible, to maintain .
It goes without saying that this coercive
legislation is being sponsored by the same
people who object to lesbians and gay men
being protected from discrimination. It
makes perfect sense that those who would
control our bodies also want to control our
sexual orientation.
The anti-woman/pro-fetus movement
has. been beaten back twice on this issue
already. This time they are determined to
win, and they have the organization, the
money and the fanaticism to make this a
very tough fight. However. they do not
have the support of the majority of Americans or Mainers. Poll after poll show that
the American public, including Roman
Catholics, overwhelmingly support a
woman's right to reproductive choice.
A coalition of diverse community
groups, called H.A.R.T. (Helping Adults
Reach Teens), has been mobilized to fight
off this latest attack on teenagers' right to
privacy and access to health care, and to
assist adults and teens communicate, especially abouc sexuality issues. I am proud to
say that MLGPA unanimously voted to be
apartofthiscoalition. I am asking you now
to become active members of H.A.R.T.
Please call your legislators and find out
where they stand on this issue. Some legislators are pro-choice. Others are for curtailing a woman's right to choose. However, legislators on both sides of this issue
are unclear on the question of parental
consent. Use the enclosed fact sheet to
become an information source for your
legislator. Form district telephone trees
that can be mobilized quickly. Best of all
commit yourself to this fight by sending
your name and address and telephone
numbers to the H.A.R.T. organization.
If you have questions or need further
information call meat 763-4161, or Joanne

D'Archangelo, lobbyist for the Maine
Women'sLobby,at622-5798.Letusknow
what you learned from speaking with your
legislators!
Remember the advice of Jesse Jackson:
when your patch is too small you have to
make it larger by joining forces with others
who are working to create progressive social
change. This is a great opportunity for us to
prove what a valuable ally MLGPA can
be. Let's quilt!
Best,
Sadhbh Neilan
For the Steering Committee
This issue will be discussed before the
Judiciary Committee on April 5.
Call your state representative and voice
your opinion.
This issue will be discussed before the
Judiciary Committee on April 5.
Call your state representative and voice
your opinion.

by Peter S. Karasopoulos
Called a "passionate soul of the Beat
Gene~ation," poet Allen Ginsberg drew a
capacity crowd to Bates College on March
1st as he shared his unique poems, songs
and thoughts.
Ginsberg, who is currently working on
an opera with composer Philip Glass, read
and s3:ng from selections spanning his entire
experience as a poet, including Kaddish

White Shroud,Airplane Blues and Super~
market In America.
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Civil Rights: Ba1;k By Popular Demand!
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A bill has been introduced in the Maine legislature that would prohibit discrimination based
on sexual orientation in the areas of credit, housing. employment. and public accommodation.
The bill has been introduced by the Maine Human Rights Commission and is being sponsored
by Representatives Gerry Conley and Ann Rand of Portland. Senator .Barbara Gill of South
Portland and Senator Paul Gauvreau of Lewiston. The bill is known as LD 556: .. An Act to
Prevent Discrimination."
The Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA) is asking all of Maine' s gay
men and lesbians and all people concerned with equal rights to start lobbying their senator and
representative. Don ' t delay. Write or call now. Have a letter-writing party.
The following is a list oflegislators being targeted at MLGPA as possible saving votes. They
need to hear from you if you live in their district.
District Number
Area
Representative
Lewi ston
John Aliberti
65
84
Liberty
Carol Allen
Farmington
Ronald Bailey
56
Boothbay Harbor
Arnold Brewer, Jr.
77
Cumberland
38
Jeffrey Rutland
Winslow
Donald Carter
86
Auburn
Constance Cote
62
South Portland
Santo DiPietro
22
West Buxton
Harvey C. Donald
16
Bangor
116
Thomas Duffy
Biddeford
Lucien Dutremble
13
Portland(E.Deering )
Christopher Gurney
31
South Pari s
Dana Hanley
51
Augusta
Daniel Hickey
90
Milo
105
Robert Hussey
Waterville
Paul Jacques
97
John Jalbert
71
Lisbon
Auburn
Jo Anne LaPointe
61
Kennebunk
Jack L. Libby
7
Portland (Brighton Ave.)
Peter Manning
29
Belfast
Francis Marsano
lll
West Gardiner
John F. Marsh
93
Oakland
Bertram Marston
96
Eagle Lake
John Martin
151 ·
West Rockport
John McCormick, Jr.
83
Canaan
IOI
Patrick McGowan
Dover-Foxcroft
Kathryn Merrill
106
Bethel ·
Jeffrey Mills
49
Winthrop
Omar Norton
95
Sanford
Norman Paul
II
19 '
Scarborough
Peggy Pendlet~n
Jay
Edward Pineau
57
Biddeford
14
Charles C. Plourde
Hampden
113
John Richards
Brewer
Richard Ruhlin
120
Biddeford
12
Carl Sheltra
Sabattus
Albert Stevens
72
Unity
Madeline Stevenson
109
Windham
Barbara Strout
37
Bucksport
Michae l Swazey
122
Newport
108
Robert Tardy
Orrington
121
Helen Tupper

BRUNSWICK
ARMORY
ANTIQUE
SHOW
60 Dealers
with Adv. $ 1.50

P.O. Box 441, Wiscasset, ME 04578
207-832-5550
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District#
24
2
27
35
28
14
20
3
13
5
I
33
22

Area
Wisca__sset
Catibou
Biddeford
Kittery Point
Westbrook
Belfast
Edgecomb
Howl ton
Win~low
Mil linocket
Fort Kent
Sanford
Auburn

.

Here are some tips for effective letter writing from the Maine Women's Lobby.
I. Mail your letter to your legislator's State House address.
For Representatives:
For Senators:
The Honorable__
The Honorable _ _
Maine House of Representatives
Maine Senate
State House Station #2
State House Station #3
Augusta. ME 04333
Augusta. ME 04333
.
2. Give the purpose of your letter immediately. List the bill number. the title. and tell
why your legislator should support it. Include a little background info on yourself and how.this
bill might affect you directly . State that you are a constituent of the district.
3. Be short and to the point,
4. Give your name and address in the letter. It lets them know you are there-alive and
gay and voting i_n their district.
5 .. Follow your letter with a phone call. For Representatives call 1-800-423-2900: for
Senators call 1-800-423-6900. ff you don't receive acknowledgement of your letter or call
within two or three days , call or write again until you do.
If you don ' t know who ·your representative or senator is. call your Town Hall. They
should be able to tell you.
We have many friends (and some enemies) in the legislature. If you are fortu~ate
enough to live in the di strict of someone who support~ the bill to end piscrimination against us.
a letter of encouragement and appreciation can be very helpful.
For more information, contact Alan Trautmann at 879-6039.

**CIVIL RIGHTS SURVEY**
The Maine Human Rights Commission, at the
request of the Maine Lesbian I Gay Political Alliance,
is collecting statistics to use at the upcoming Civil
Rights le~islative hearing. If you have experienced
discrimination in the areas of employment, housing,
public accommodations or credit because you are
gay or were thought to be gay, please call the Maine
Human Rights Commission at 289-2326. Your
privacy will be entirely protected.

,.........................................................................,............................................................................)
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Pamela Cahill
Donald Collins
Dennis Dutremble
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David Carpenter
Peter Whitmore
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Coming Soon To The Pages of Our Paper:
Lavend.er. Hearts
in Bangor
; f

Wonder Womyn

I_.

by Elizabeth Gammo
Professional story~eller Jennifer Justice and photographer Susan Wilson recently performed "Lavender Hearts" for
about 45 people at the University of Maine
Orono campus. "Lavender Hearts" is a
joyful, sensual celebration in stories and
pi-ctures of women loving women. Jennifer's stories made her audience laugh
and blush and love every delightful woman
who walks the earth. Jennifer spar~led
when she spoke and the audience sparkled
with her. The accompanying slide show by
Susan ,Wilson was an apt complement to
Jennifer' s stories. Her solo slide performance. with upbeat contemporary music,
brought cries of surpri sed laughter and
moans of aroused sensuality. Her display
of photos behind an erotic story/poem
presentation involved all the senses in
imagining a fantasy love affair by a turbulent winter sea. .;
Susan Wilson plunged into the women's
movement with photography and writing
about women. As photography editor of
Sojourner and music editor of Equal
Times , Susan became a nationally known
chronicler of women's art and culture. More
than any other photographer-writer in the ·
United States. Susan has spread the word,
images, and credibility of women ' s art and
women artists. Susan won accolades as
keynote speaker at the annual meeting of
the Association of Women's Music and
Culture. Her collaboration with Canadian
si nger/songwriter Lucie Blue Tre.mblay
brought critical prai se to her exquisite photography. In her spare time, Susan serves
on the facu lty of the New England School
of Photography.
Jennifer Justice has been telling stories
since she was twelve years old. SJ.rice then,
she has acqui'red an MFA in directing theater, founded and performed for three years
with the social and political satire theater

companyTheEndsandMeansCommittee,
and became a Master Storyteller. As a
storyteller, Jennifer teaches in a Master' s
program at Leslie College in Cambridge.
Jennifer started performing "Lavender
Hearts" in 1982 as a show of stories celebrating lesbian relationships. Audiences
are still recovering ... Bangor and pomegranates will never be the same.

Join her. as she battles · homophobe misogynist
Dr. Psychosis.
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Gay Cards for special occasions or to
make your everyday messages and letters
exciting! Now available in Maine: Raffle 's
- Portland; Gulf of Maine - Brunswick;
Paperworks- Brunswick; New Leaf Books
- Rockland. For further information please
write to: Affirmative Arts, P.O. Box 7766
DTS, Portland, ME 04112
GWM, thirtysomething. Tall, dark hair,
bearded hairy. Has opening for soul mate.
Qualified GWM 's must possess dark hair,
beard, hairy. Living in the Greater Portland
area. Into starlight, passion, rapture, moon
shadows, lust. Secure with their sexuality.
Wrile P.O. Box 681, Freeport, ME 04032.
Bangor G WM. Professional businessman,
healthy, intelligent, honest, sincere and
discreet. Looking for mature 25-40 year
old for friendship and/or relationship. I
enjoy music, theater, gardening, physical
fitness, quiet times, good conversation.
Please write to Advertiser #76, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box !0744, Portland, ME
04104.

GF couple os Southern Maine ages 32 and
51 seek other drug free GF couples for
cards, camping, dinners, beaches, get togethers and companionship. Write to
Advertiser#78, c/oOur Paper, P.O. Box
!0744, Portland, ME 04104.

Saturday, April I
WOMLAND (womn owning maine
Ian~) Trust monthly meeting at 5:30 in
Albion. Open to all women. For directions/
information send · SASE to PO Box 55
Troy 04987 or call 445-2863 or 924-5172'.

HAIRY MEN! National adlists for
bears and smooth or hair trappers! If you
love fur, this is the list! Information? Send
$3.00to: MAN-HAIR, 59 West 10th St.,NY, .
NY 10011.

Thursday, April 13
Women's Support Group for Women
with AIDS, ARC or Who Are
HIV-Positive, every Thursday at The
AIDS Project I0:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon,
beginning April 13. 1989 at 22 Monument
Square, 5th Floor. Portland, Maine. For
further information, or if you need day
care, please call Diane or Toby at 7746877.
Sunday, April 16
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLPGA) monthly meeting will be held at
All Souls Church, I I King Street, Augusta.
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. For further information please write to MLPGA at P.O. Box
232, Hallowell, ME 04347.

NEW DAWN ADVENTURES, INC.
Think SUNSHINE year round!!!! Come to
_ our Caribbean Retreat, or send for a flyer of
offered workshops and outdoor trips for
women. P.O. Box 1512, Vieques, Puerto
Rico 00765 Tel. (508) 283-8717.
STEP BACK IN TIME! Plums B&B for
women only, antiques, charm, private baths,
full breakfast, parking, for brochure: 160
Bradford St., Provincetown, MA 02657/
(508) 487-2283. Apartments also available.

GWF, 5'3":.. 2~ seeks intelligent woman,
25-40, of many interests for physical friend~hip. I'm not looking for commitment. My
interests are many so I'm sure we ' ll share
something. Respond to Advertiser #77, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box !0744, Portland,
ME04104.

The rate for classifieds is $4 for·
30 words, l~ for each additional
word. For personals add $2 for
handling. All ads rriustbe prepaid.
Mail ads to Our Paper, P.O. Br" ],
10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually
explicit language in your per.sonals. Responses to personals
will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you~ ,
twice monthly.

Women 's Support Group for Women with
AIDS, ARC or Who Are HIV-Positive,
· every Thursday at The A.IDS Project I0:30
· a.m. to 12:00 noon, beginning April 13,
1989 at 22 Monument Square, 5th Floor,
Portland, Maine. For further information,
or if you need day care, please call Diane or
Toby at 774-6877.

Deborah Cole MsEd
National Certified Counselor
Lesbian Partners of Incest Survivors:
Friends are friends, but no one really understands like another partner. We share
many of the same issues. Come join our
group for friendship, support, and validation. All replies confidential. Write: Hollie
Frost, RRI Box 1005, Harrison, ME 04040.

with special interest in :

•
•
•
•

transition & loss
non _traditional families
dysfunctional & ACOA patterns & issues
internalized oppression

19 South St., Portland, Maine

n2-0990

Chiltern Mountain Club Trip: 4/15-4/
16 Class III whitewater on the Saco and
Bear camp. rivers. Co-'led with the AMC.
Larry (617) 27,5 -1336 (before 9).
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLPGA) will meet at All Souls Church,
11 King Street, Augusta, from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. on Sunday. April 16. .

Saturday, April 22
WOMLAND full moon gathering in
Sebec Village. Potluck at 6 p.m. followed
by en~rgy healing circle. Womn only and
chemical free. For directions send SASE to
Chris Coven tree, Troy 04987.
Saturday, May 6
WOMLAND (womn owning maine
land) Trust monthly meeting at 5:30 in
Troy. Open to all womn. For directions/
information send SASE to PO Box 55.
Troy 04987 or call 445-2863 or 924-5172.

The Maine Lesbian and Gay Chorus is a
reality and we meet in Portland every other
Sunday. No auditions are required. For
locations and times callth..: Lesbian and
Gay Bulletin Board at 883-6934. Augusta
area rehearsals on one of the alternate
Sundays is being arranged.
Dignity/Maine, an organization of Gay/
Lesbian Catholics and their friends, would
like to start a chapter in Bangor. If there is
. anyone in the Bangor area who is interested, please write to Dignity/Maine, P.O.
Box 8113, Portland, ME 04104. Dignity is
a comf!!unity that believes that gay men
and lesbian women can express their sexuality in a manner consonant with Christ's
teaching. Dignity exercises a ministry in
five specific areas: spiritual development,
education, social involvement, femini st
issues and social events.

Dayspring
AIDSupp'o rt for Central Maine.
20 'v11DDLE STREEJ • A.UGUSTA, ME 0'1330

CALL 626-3435

~

~.Xaren J. Van.ho, V.G.

•

· faux fin ishing

,:..

(207) 236-9092

marbelizing, custom stenciling, murals,.
for your interiors

AND ASK FOR
Timothy .Sutter . LSW

jane burke

no charge. for .services.

f
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WHOUSTIC CARE

....

New D irections
1• Jefferson StrNt
Weldoboro Villege, ME oa572

Wholistic Chiroprectlc HNling Center
Rockport Center
11, Comm•cial St., Rt. 1
P.O . Bo,c 908 Rockport, ME 04856

AFFIRM OTHERS, AFFIRM YOURSELF
775-6598

aiCohol

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.

RAFFLE'S - Portland

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

GULF OF MAINE - Brunswick

PAPERWORKS - firunswick

ab Use
Sexuality

14

law for people

Buy one of ·our cards" for
yourself or someone you krww,
now available at

Families

roOd

Why not support our comnu.mity

and these gay-positive businesses/

Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland, Maine 04103

AFFIRMATIVE ARTS
Box 7766 DTS. Portland, ME 04112
Tel. 774-4679
Wholesale & direct mall orders avallable.

Main St.

Searsport, Maine 04974

(Law Offices.located behind Jaret & Cohn)

548-6689
548-2929

The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor
Portland, Maine 0410!
AIDS Line
776-1267 and 1~1-AIDS
Daily 9 a.m .-6 p.m.
.
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m., Sat. 10 Lm.-1 p.m.
AIDS Amon of Central Maine
P .O. Bo:a: 3113
Lewiaton,ME 04240
AIDS Hotline 782~113
Ban&!'r ~ Gay/LeebianJStraight Coalition
(BAGIJSC)
do 87 Sumiet Strip
Brewer, ME 04412

Bate. Gay/LmbianJStraight Alliance
Box 669

Bates College

Feminillt Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
. PO Box 3771
Portland, ME 0.104
773-22!M

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter
Nat1 Anoe. of Social Worlters
PO Box 61112 Station A
Portland, ME 04101

,.

F)-edericton:·Lee~an~ and Ga)'I (FLAG)
Bo:a:'1666 Station-A '

Frederic:tQn, New Bruns!fic:k, Canada

- E3B62G ~
606/467-2166

-

GLM (Ga)'I and Lesbmns ofMoncton)
CP 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada
ElBIVO
606/868-1013
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
, rlo Fint Parish Unitarian Church
426 Congress St.
Portland, ME 0.101

Lenton, ME 04240
Bowdoin Gay/LmbianJStraight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunnrick, ME MOU

Gay/Lesbian Allianoe
92 Beford St.
Portland, ME 0.102
780-4086

Chiltern Mountain Club
POBo:a:407
Boeton, MA 02117
207-883-6934

Gay/Leabian Contra Dancen
69 Mountain View Ave.
Bangor, ME 0.401
947.2329

. Colby College Biee:a:ual, Lesbian and Gay
Community
do Student Adivites Office
Student Center, Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901
DEAN (Down East AIDS Networlt)
PO&x779
Blue Hill, ME 04614
DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St.
Bangor, ME 0.401
942~603

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4086 or 772-4741
Portland
GMSA (Gay Men's Social Asmciation)
POBox2!M
Conway, NH 03818-029'
(603) 367-8304 (Alan or Paul)

Bates Gay/Lesbian(Straight
Alliance--for discussion, support and
planning-every Sunday,....8:30 p.m.
in · Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall,
Bates College, Lewiston.
Dignity, Maine (Gay/Lesbian Catholics and their friends) meets every Sunday
at First Parish Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland. Door opens at 5:30, worship at
6:00 P.M. followed by social. Please use
rear entrance.·
Northern Lambda Nord-last
Sunday of the month-business
meeting, 1 p.m. followed by potluck.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alli·
ance (MLGP~-every third ~unday
of the month. Meetings · rotated
throughout state. See Calendar listing for location and time.
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6:30-8 p.m.
speakers meeting, Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.

Maine Health Foundation Inc.
PO Box 7329 DTS
Portland, ME 04112
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
POBo:s:232
Hallo-II, ME 04347

New Bninswic:k Coalition for Human
Righta Reform
P .B. Box 1666
Station A
Fredericton, NB E3B6G2
New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Rights
POBo:a:766
Contoocook, NH 03329
(603) 228-9009

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P .O. Bo:a: 4012 Station A
Portland, ME 04101

Northern Lambda Nord
POBox990
Caribou, ME 04736
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline, 498-2088

Harbor Masten Inc.
PO Box 4044
Portland, ME 04101

OurPapq
PO Bo:a:10744
Portland, ME 04104

Parents and Friends of Lesbians al!d
Midcoast Chapter-Brunswick area ''
726-4769, 623-2349; 729-0619
.

9-YI

Portland Pride
P0Box681
Scarborough, ME 04074
PW A Coalition
c/o The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th floor
Portland, ME 04101
Se11COut Gay Men
P0Boxl394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Transupport (TSll'V mpport group)
PO Box 17622
Portland, ME 04101
USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland, ME 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)

Box281
Hinesburg, VT 06461
Waldo County AIDS Education Committee
POBox772
Belfast, ME 04916
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine-Orono
Orono, ME 04469
WOMLAND (Womn Owning Maine land)
Trust
POBox66
Troy, ME 04987

lffltriiTGS_
'J}l~+ll~ ,.. _'. ;,

M
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Bangor Area · Gay/Lesbian/
Straight Coalition (BAGLSC)
meets the first Sunday and third
Thursday of. every month at _87 Sunset Strip in Brew~r at 7 p.m.

Maine Connection
POBo:s:6246
Station A
Portland, ME 04102

Merryimeting AIDS Support.Services
PO Box 67
Bruninrick, ME 04011-0067
833-6016 or 726-8641

Dignity/Maine
POBo:a:8113
Portland, ME 0410.

SUNDAYS

Maine Biee:a:ual People's Network
POBoxl792
Portland, ME 04104
780-4086 (meMq,es)

OUTRIGHT
· Portland Alliance of Gay Ii Lesbian Youth
PO Box 6028 Station A
Portland, ME 04101

Feminist Spiritual Communityevery Monday at 7 · p.m. Friends
Meeting House, Forest Ave., Portland, 773-2294 (come early).
Adult Children of Alcoholics
(ACOA>--open discussion with focus
on gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m.,
YWCA, 87 Spring St., Portland.
Seacoast Gay Men-every Monday,
7~9 p.m. (except first Monday and
holidays). Unitarian-Universalist
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth,
NH (side door near basement). Call
Daryl (603) 335-4294.
· BelfastAreaAIDSSupportGroupFor PWA's, friends, family, and care
givers. Call 338-3736. (Family Planning, Monday-Thursday)
TUESDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 6-7 p.m.,
beginning meeting, First Parish UU
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland
7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/discussion meeting.
Families of Gays Support Groupsecond Tuesday of each month, 7:30
p.m. For more information call Ingraham Volunteers, 774-HELP.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous-every Sunday. Discussion
meeting at 4 p.m., Unitarian Church, · Bowdoin College Gay-LesbianMain Street, Bangor.
Straight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., Chase
Barn Chamber, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.
MONDAYS
College Lesbian Womyn's Rap
Group, 6: 30 to 8 pm. 92 Bedford
Greater Bangor NOW, fourth
St.,
,Portland (USM campus). BisexMonday of every month, 7-9 p.m. Call
uals welcome. Call 780-4085 fo r
989-3306 for info. · ·
.
more information.

--,~,;c.,,.--~~ - -'--'--- - ~-~~--
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Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays-fourth Tuesday of the
month, 7:30 p.m., First Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St., B!""lswick. Call 72lH769 for information.

Adult Children of AlcoWfcs ..
(ACOA)-step meeting with focus .o n ·
gay/lesbian issues. 5:30-7 p.m. YWCA, 87 Spring-St., Portland.

Greater Portland NOW-fourth
Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous-every Thursday1 discussion
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Unitarian
Church, Main St., Bangor.

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon-every Tuesday, 7:30-7:30 p.m., Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.

Our Paper staff meeting-every ·
Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., Portland. 773-2294. New members always
welcome.
\

·WEDNESDAYS

Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and Gay
Community, 7:30 P.M., Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Gays and Lesbians United potlucK supper meets the last Wednesday ofeach month
at the Sanford Unitarian Church on the
comer of Lebanon Street (Route 202) and
Main Street (Route l 09) in Sanford, Maine.
All Welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295
for details.

Wilde-Stein Club-Thursday evening 6-9 p.-m., Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMO.

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of AA-meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall,
UMA, Room 114.
AlcoholicsAnonymom meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m.-Gays Together
in Sobriety (open discussion), Christ
Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayett.e Rd.,
Portsmouth, NH.
OlITRIGHT-Portland Alliance
ofLesbian and Gay Youth (22years
old and younger), 7:30 p.m., Preble
Street Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland.

Lesbian ACOA (Adult Children of Al·
coholics) Support Group wi ll meet on
Tuesdays from 7 -8:30 p.m. at the UnitarSATURDAYS
ian Universalist Church, 2nd Floor, 15
Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011 .
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/
For further info rmation, call 793-8070.
· Straight Coalition (BAGLSC)
THURSDAYS
dances meet first and third Saturdays of each month from 8:00-1 :00 at
Gays in Sobriety, AA. 8-9 p.m. big
the old Bangor Community College
book/step meeting, Williston West
Student Union.
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
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Gay, lesbian, and bisexual people from
throughout Maine and the Canadian Maritimes will gather on the University of
Maine campus in Presque Isle for the state's
16th annual conference, the Maine Lesbian and Gaymen's Symposium XVI,
scheduled for Memorial Day weekend, May
26 - 29, 1989. The conference site is in the
heart of Maine 's northernmost region,
Aroostook County.
The theme of Symposium XVI is
"STONEWALL 20: a celebration", reflecting the fact that 1989 is the 20th anniversary of the " Stonewall Rebellion" which··
took place in June, 1969 on Christopher
Street, Greenwich Village, New York City.
After years.of police harassment, gay people
at the Stonewall Bar fought back, and the
modem lesbian - gay liberation m_ovement
was born. Symposium XVI will be a
celebration of thi s historic event, as participants review the past and plan for the
future.
Keynote speakers at Symposium XVI
will be the Honourable Svend Robinson,

openly - gay member of the Canadian
Parliament, and Margaret Cerullo, lesbian
activist and instructor of Sociology and
Feminist Studies at Hampshire College in
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Two slide - lecture presentations focusing on lesbian - gay history will be
presented by two San Franciscans: Roberta
Yusba will discuss pre-Stonewall American literature in her lecture, "Lesbian Pulp
Novels, 1950-1965". The Native American "berdache" is the subject of Will Roscoe's presentation, "The Zuni Man: a
traditional male role", detailing the life of
one Zuni Indian who pursued a traditional
Native woman's role.
Entertainment for the weekend will
feature the exciting· gay - lesbian cabaret
show, "Ten Percent Review" with Tom
Wilson Weinberg. In addition to a dance
featuring music from the 40 's through the
80's, there will be a contra dance with Dave
Lavoie and the Marsh Island Band.
Numerous workshops, a panel discussion, games, and presentations will be

tr'-

P.O. 8oJ1·365, West Rockport.Maine 04865
207-594-0694

Wllclc:niftri and organlc:ally grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks,
slldeshows, WMlcshops and Flower Eaence Consultatiom.

.. Dlb·Soale,· llubid...

~
~
~

facilitated by members of the gay- lesbian
community from Maine and the Mari times,
and a wide variety of films will be screened
throughout the weekend.
.
On-campus dormitory housing,
double occupancy, is available if reserved
in advance. Rooms include linen, blanket.
pillow, and towel. Meal service is provided with advance reservations, the full
meal. plan includes Saturday's breakfast,
lunch, and supper, plus Sunday's brunch
and supper. A vegetarian menu is available.
Child care is free, but this, too most be
reserved in advance . .
Registration fees include admission to
all events: workshops, panel discussion,
. films, dances , and entertainment.
Five "plans" , a thro1,1gh. E, give you
choices of how to regi ste .
PLAN A includes the full package:
three nights lodging, five meals and registration for $75 (requires $35 non - refundable deposit)
PLAN B is two nights lodging, fjv.t:_
meals, and registration for $65 ( with a $30

non - refundable deposit)
PLAN C includes one night lodging,
four meals, and registration for $50 ( with a
$25 non - refundable deposit)
PLAN Dis five meals plus registration
only , $15, which may be paid at the door.
A limited number of WORK EXCHANGE, reduced-price plans are available; write for information.
A "share - a - ride" program will
match up people who have transportation
with those who need it. Call the Gay Lesbian Phoneline Wednesdays. 7-9 p.m.
to get on the list - 207 /498-2088.
All reservations for housi ng, food. and
child care must be received by April 24,
1989. For further information on the conference, contact: SYMPOSIUM XVI,
POB 990, Caribdu, Maine 04736. 207/
498-2088.

-- -- -- -Marlene Richardson, ACSW

WOODFORDS

1.

1

c~~

Certified Clinical Social Worker

'"'""""'• Re;mbu""ble

,

379 State Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 431-2580

1

1

129 SPRING STREEi

PORTLAND, MAINE

I·

772-1374
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
•
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND?
•
•
•
come on up to Aroostook County
•
for the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
The weekend marks the 20th· ann_iversary of . the
•
Stonewall Rebell ion, the beginmng of the modern
gay-lesbian liberation movement.
•
OUR CELEBRATION WILL FEATURE:
•
• Two slide-lecture presentations •
•
Lesbian Pulp Novels, 1950-1965
•
Native-.tmerican "Berdache", males taking fenale roles
•
• Cabaret entertainment
•Dancing to music from the 1g40s-1980s
•
• Contra Dance with a 1 ive band
•
• Workshops, films, and panel discussion
•
• On-campus hous fog and mea 1 s
• Keynote address by openly-gay member of the
•
Canadian Parliament, SVEND ROBINSON
•
ADVERTISERS: Reserve space in the Symposium XVI Booklet.
•
send for a Rate Card today! I
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
SYMPOSIUM XVI

Mav 26-29, 1989

University of Maine-PresQue Isle camous
1,ostedbv

NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD

